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Korioth, Stefan

Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte

2023. XXVIII, 490 pages. 

ISBN 9783161620690
paper 29,00 €

ISBN 9783161620706
eBook PDF 29,00 €

Stefan Korioth provides a comprehensive overview of German constitutional history from the Middle Ages right up to the
introduction of the country's Basic Law over seventy years ago. The textbook follows the development of the written
constitution from the beginning of the nineteenth century, tracking the turning points, disruptions and continuities that led
Germany to becoming a modern constitutional state.

Gusy, Christoph / Eichenhofer, Johannes

Polizei- und Ordnungsrecht

11th edition 2023. XXI, 386 pages. 
forthcoming in June 

ISBN 9783161615559
paper 28,00 €

ISBN 9783161615566
eBook PDF 28,00 €

The huge developments in recent years of federal and state laws as well as case law are dealt with in the latest edition of this
indispensable textbook. While matters arising from the eld of information technology and newly granted powers are paid
particular attention, the volume's central concern of identifying and conveying basic structures in an increasingly
di erentiated legal system remains intact. In addition, regulatory issues relating to the ght against pandemics are presented.

Haratsch, Andreas / Koenig, Christian / Pechstein, Matthias

Europarecht

13th revised and up-dated edition
2023. XXXVI, 675 pages. 

ISBN 9783161596674
paper 36,00 €

ISBN 9783161596681
eBook PDF 36,00 €

This textbook on »European Law« is addressed to students for whom European law is compulsory, and also to those for
whom it is an elective. The new edition has been thoroughly updated.

Grunewald, Barbara / Müller, Hans-Friedrich

Gesellschaftsrecht

12th completely revised edition 2023.
XXIV, 453 pages. 

ISBN 9783161613852
paper 34,00 €

ISBN 9783161613869
eBook PDF 34,00 €

This textbook o ers a current, systematic and complete presentation of company law in Germany. This new edition has been
completely revised and updated. Hans-Friedrich Müller is the co-author as of this edition.

Brehm, Wolfgang / Berger, Christian

Sachenrecht

4th revised edition 2022.
XXXVIII, 580 pages. 

ISBN 9783161614293
paper 29,00 €

ISBN 9783161614309
eBook PDF 29,00 €

Christian Berger gives a detailed analysis of the Third Book of the BGB (German Civil Code) and the supplementary statutes
pertaining to property law. This new edition has been completely revised and updated.
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Leipold, Dieter

Erbrecht

Ein Lehrbuch mit Fällen und Kontrollfragen

23th newly revised edition 2022.
XII, 394 pages. 

ISBN 9783161615504
paper 26,00 €

The 23rd edition incorporates new laws and their impact on the law of succession, in particular the law for the reform of the
law on guardianship and custodianship and the law for the modernization of partnership law. Since the previous edition was
published, rulings of the German Federal Court of Justice and the higher regional courts have made signi cant contributions to
the further development of the law of succession.

Braun, Johann

Einführung in die Rechtsphilosophie

Der Gedanke des Rechts

3rd edition 2022. XXV, 421 pages. 

ISBN 9783161615030
paper 39,00 €

ISBN 9783161615047
eBook PDF 39,00 €

Johann Braun shows how it is still possible to ask sensible questions about justice. He presents a structural doctrine of legal
thinking which includes socialistic, rationalistic and institutional legal thought. For the 3rd edition, the entire text was carefully
reviewed and revised, supplemented and updated in numerous places.
Parallel to the third edition, we are publishing a »virtual companion volume« containing a selection of original texts. These
online texts are freely accessible and illustrate the sections concerned in the printed introduction.

Schilling, Theodor

Internationaler Menschenrechtsschutz

Das Recht der EMRK und des IPbpR

4th extended and revised edition
2022. XXI, 466 pages. 

ISBN 9783161616754
paper 39,00 €

ISBN 9783161616761
eBook PDF 39,00 €

This book gives a synoptic description of rst generation human rights as protected by the ECHR and the CCPR. The new
edition has been completely revised and updated.

Schroeter, Ulrich G.

Internationales UN-Kaufrecht

Ein Studien- und Erläuterungsbuch zum Übereinkommen der Vereinten Nationen über Verträge über

den internationalen Warenkauf (CISG)

7th newly revised edition 2022.
XXVI, 471 pages. 

ISBN 9783161617461
paper 39,00 €

ISBN 9783161617478
eBook PDF 39,00 €

The latest edition of this clear and comprehensive work aimed at law students, teachers and practitioners alike has been
revised, supplemented and updated by Ulrich Schroeter. The new edition takes into account new CISG decisions from
Germany, Austria and Switzerland as well as other Contracting States of the Convention.
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Leipold, Dieter

BGB I: Einführung und Allgemeiner Teil

Ein Lehrbuch mit Fällen und Kontrollfragen

11th newly revised edition 2022.
XXII, 593 pages. 

ISBN 9783161618291
paper 28,00 €

With this textbook and workbook, Dieter Leipold enables the reader to acquire a basic knowledge of German civil law. The new
edition has been completely revised and updated.

Classen, Claus Dieter

Religionsrecht

3rd edition 2021. XX, 351 pages. 

ISBN 9783161599798
sewn paper 29,00 €

ISBN 9783161599804
eBook PDF 29,00 €

This textbook contains a detailed description of the state law pertaining to religion. Claus Dieter Classen deals with issues
concerning individual religious freedom, the right to self-determination of religious communities as well as the cooperation
between the state and religious communities. This new edition has been completely revised and updated.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Eichenhofer, Eberhard

Sozialrecht

12th edition 2021. XXV, 353 pages. 

ISBN 9783161607172
paper 32,00 €

ISBN 9783161607189
eBook PDF 32,00 €

The new edition of The Law of Social Security  brings several of its main points further to the fore, clari es central messages,
and updates the text with the latest data, benchmarks, literature, judicial rulings, and legislation. As the legislative period of
the current German government draws to a close, fresh socio-political reforms are recorded and acknowledged, including the
basic pension, the restructuring of social compensation, changes in health and care insurance, the adoption of the Revised
European Social Charter, and the adjustment of family and work bene ts during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Schack, Haimo

Urheber- und Urhebervertragsrecht

10th new revised edition 2021.
XXX, 786 pages. 

ISBN 9783161608681
paper 49,00 €

ISBN 9783161608698
eBook PDF 49,00 €

The revised edition of this classic treatise provides an up-to-date and comprehensive description of the tumultuous
developments in copyright law in Germany and other countries, including the most recent legislative changes implementing
the EU Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market.

Umwandlungsrecht

Hrsg. v. Julia Kraft u. Julia Redenius-Hövermann. Bearb. v. Christian Altgen, Nikolaus Bunting, Rüdiger

Haspl, Julia Kraft, Dieter Leuering, Julia Redenius-Hövermann, Arnulf Reinthaler, Alexander von

Rummel

2nd edition 2020. XVII, 419 pages. 
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2nd edition 2020. XVII, 419 pages. 

ISBN 9783161595257
paper 34,00 €

ISBN 9783161595264
eBook PDF 34,00 €

This new completely revised and fully updated edition incorporates the comprehensive changes brought about by the EU
Company Law Package and the Fourth Act to Amend the German Transformation Act in particular, while also taking into
account the most recent amendments made to civil, insolvency, and criminal procedure law to mitigate the consequences of
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Schladebach, Marcus

Weltraumrecht

2020. XIX, 244 pages. 

ISBN 9783161582660
paper 24,00 €

ISBN 9783161582677
eBook PDF 24,00 €

Marcus Schladebach's textbook deals with and discusses the basic principles and current challenges facing the law of space, a
modern subsection of public international law. Sixty years following the advent of space ight, the continued urge to explore
the extraterrestrial means that future questions of international legal order in both the public and private spheres of space
use are assured.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Steinbach, Armin / van Aaken, Anne

Ökonomische Analyse des Völker- und Europarechts

2019. XVI, 259 pages. 

ISBN 9783161542626
paper 24,00 €

ISBN 9783161567001
eBook PDF 24,00 €

This book o ers an economic analysis of fundamental issues under public international law and European law. The chapters
cover a range of topics, beginning with the analysis of international cooperation, the sources and enforcement of international
law and the institutional arrangements of supranational decision-making. The book applies the analytical tools of law and
economics to some core areas of public international law and European law, such as the European internal market, European
competition law, international economic law, environmental and climate law, the international legal regime governing peace
and war as well as human rights law.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Leipold, Dieter

BGB I: Einführung und Allgemeiner Teil

Ein Lehrbuch mit Fällen und Kontrollfragen

10th newly revised edition 2019.
XXII, 579 pages. 

ISBN 9783161581953
paper 28,00 €

With this textbook and workbook, Dieter Leipold enables the reader to acquire a basic knowledge of German civil law. The new
edition has been completely revised and updated.

Schladebach, Marcus

Luftrecht

2nd completely up-dated edition
2018. XXIV, 235 pages. 

ISBN 9783161558672
paper 24,00 €

ISBN 9783161563645
eBook PDF 24,00 €

The increase in air tra c around the world has led to a rapid development of the regulations in air law. In this book, Marcus
Schladebach gives a systematic account of this interesting branch of the law, an account which is geared to the needs of
students and which focuses on subjects of current interest.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Verwaltungsrechtsprechung

Hrsg. v. Armin Steinbach
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2017. XXXIII, 679 pages. 

ISBN 9783161544163
paper 34,00 €

ISBN 9783161552892
eBook PDF 34,00 €

This volume encompasses the most important judgments of German administrative law. It presents the judgments in uniform
structure, highlights the core statement of the decisions and explains their relevant legal context.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Schmidt, Thorsten Ingo

Beamtenrecht

2017. XXXII, 261 pages. 

ISBN 9783161547478
paper 26,00 €

ISBN 9783161549939
eBook PDF 26,00 €

Taking constitutional requirements as a basis, Thorsten Ingo Schmidt provides a transparent and systematic overview of Civil
Service Law in his new textbook. The obligations and rights of civil servants and their employers, including the consequences
of breaches of duty – and how they compare to private sector legislation – are also clearly laid out.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Towfigh, Emanuel V. / Petersen, Niels

Ökonomische Methoden im Recht

Eine Einführung für Juristen

Mit Beiträgen v. Markus Englerth, Sebastian J. Goerg, Stefan Magen, Alexander Morell u. Klaus Ulrich

Schmolke

2nd revised and up-dated edition
2017. XXIV, 291 pages. 

ISBN 9783161551925
paper 29,00 €

ISBN 9783161551932
eBook PDF

This book addresses students, legal scholars and practitioners. It seeks to provide lawyers with an introduction to economic
methods in order to enable them to familiarize themselves with the argumentation in economics and other social sciences.
The new edition is completely revised and updated.

Verfassungsrechtsprechung

Ausgewählte Entscheidungen des Bundesverfassungsgerichts in Retrospektive

Hrsg. v. Jörg Menzel u. Ralf Müller-Terpitz

3th up-dated and extended edition
2017. XXV, 1034 pages. 

ISBN 9783161553127
paper 36,00 €

ISBN 9783161553134
eBook PDF 36,00 €

The German Federal Constitutional Court is said to be one of the most powerful constitutional courts in the world today. Its
decisions, which are collected in 141 o cial volumes of the »Entscheidungen des Bundesverfassungsgerichts«, have
in uenced the political as well as the legal development of Germany since 1951. On the occasion of the 7th decade of the
court's jurisdiction, this book provides an insight into 130 landmark constitutional decisions, their historical background and
their importance for the development of the German constitutional system.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Schmoeckel, Mathias / Maetschke, Matthias

Rechtsgeschichte der Wirtschaft

Seit dem 19. Jahrhundert

2nd, revised and supplemented
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2nd, revised and supplemented
edition 2016. XX, 540 pages. 

ISBN 9783161545047
paper 36,00 €

ISBN 9783161545054
eBook PDF 36,00 €

The book gives students of law, history and related disciplines a chronological overview of the development of the regulatory
framework in the German economy from 1800 up to the present.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Kötz, Hein

Europäisches Vertragsrecht

2nd, up-dated and completed edition
2015. XIV, 535 pages. 

ISBN 9783161537677
sewn paper 39,00 €

ISBN 9783161537684
eBook PDF 39,00 €

This volume deals with the contract law of the European legal systems. What are the essential rules of these systems on the
formation and validity of contracts? What rules apply to a party´s right to bring a claim for performance, to terminate the
contract or to claim damages for breach? While the discussion is based on the national rules, they are taken into account only
as local variations on a European theme. To what extent is it therefore possible to speak of a common European law of
contract? What contributions do the »Principles of European Contract Law« and the proposal of the »Draft Common Frame of
Reference« make? This book is not only aimed at helping to teach young Europeans lawyers, but also strives to assist those
engaged in the reform of national contract law or the drafting of uniform European legislation. The rst 1996 edition of the
volume has now been updated and completed.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Zeiss, Walter / Schreiber, Klaus

Zivilprozessrecht

12th, newly revised edition 2014.
XI, 363 pages. 

ISBN 9783161531491
paper 29,00 €

ISBN 9783161531507
eBook PDF 29,00 €

This textbook provides law students with a basic knowledge of civil procedure law. This new edition has been completely
revised and updated.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Schmidt, Thorsten Ingo

Kommunalrecht

2nd, revised and up-dated edition
2014. XXXVI, 349 pages. 

ISBN 9783161533587
paper 26,00 €

ISBN 9783161533594
eBook PDF 26,00 €

For this new edition, he has revised and improved several parts of the book. New passages have been added on the impact of
the debt brake on the municipalities, on the citizen's loan, local government sponsoring as well as on citizen surveys.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Dörr, Oliver

Kompendium völkerrechtlicher Rechtsprechung

Eine Auswahl für Studium und Praxis

2nd, revised and extended edition
2014. XIV, 1084 pages. 

ISBN 9783161536779
paper 44,00 €

ISBN 9783161536786
eBook PDF 44,00 €

Oliver Dörr compiles the most important decisions by international courts on public international law, using the original
English texts, and makes them available to those who don't have permanent access to o cial law reports. In compiling forty
decisions and advisory opinions of the Permanent Court of International Justice (1923–1933) and the International Court of
Justice (1949–2012), he provides a comprehensive survey of ninety years of case-law in international law.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.
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Riesenhuber, Karl

EU-Vertragsrecht

2013. XXVII, 225 pages. 

ISBN 9783161529757
paper 24,00 €

ISBN 9783161530081
eBook PDF 24,00 €

This textbook provides a systematic exposition of EU contract law, including its foundations in EU primary law as well as
details of the harmonization in secondary legislation. In the rst part, the author discusses foundations in EU primary law,
fundamental rights and fundamental freedoms, community competence for legislation in the area of contract law and the
rules of con icts of laws as provided by the Rome I Regulation. A chapter on consumers and businesses also discusses the
harmonization concept. The second part focuses on general aspects of contract law: the prohibition of discrimination, rules on
precontractual obligations, rights of withdrawal, contents and interpretation of contracts and judicial control of standard
terms. In the third part, rules on speci c types of contracts are discussed. The Consumer Sales Directive, the Consumer Credit
Directive and the Package Travel Directive serve as examples to illustrate the author's conclusions.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Kötz, Hein

Vertragsrecht

2nd, revised and up-dated edition
2012. XXIII, 559 pages. 

ISBN 9783161520655
sewn paper 34,00 €

ISBN 9783161521942
eBook PDF 34,00 €

In this book, Hein Kötz answers basic questions of contract law. The work was selected as one of the »law textbooks of 2009«

»a pioneer work to be read by all teachers and students who wish to study contract law as it actually exists.«
Christoph Reymann  Zeitschrift für Europäisches Privatrecht 2011, 739–742

»without a doubt impressive: a great success!«
Gostomzyk/Neureither/Norouzi  JuS 2009, p. 1158f.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Pechstein, Matthias

EU-Prozessrecht

Mit Aufbaumustern und Prüfungsübersichten

Unter Mitarb. v. Niklas Görlitz u. Philipp Kubicki

4th, newly revised edition  2011.
XXV, 512 pages. 

ISBN 9783161507434
paper 34,00 €

ISBN 9783161513008
eBook PDF 34,00 €

EU-Procedural Law. With Check Lists and Examination Summaries. 4th, revised edition.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Braun, Johann

Einführung in die Rechtswissenschaft

4th edition 2011. XIII, 421 pages. 

ISBN 9783161507700
paper 24,00 €

ISBN 9783161513046
eBook PDF 24,00 €

This book contains a comprehensive introduction to the study of law. Throughout the book Johann Braun does not treat the
law as if it were an isolated phenomenon, but discusses it in the context of the basic philosophical, historical and political
principles in attempting to win the reader over to a problem-oriented, non-positivistic way of legal thinking.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Badura, Peter

Wirtschaftsverfassung und Wirtschaftsverwaltung

Ein exemplarischer Leitfaden

4th, newly revised edition  2011.
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4th, newly revised edition  2011.
XV, 402 pages. 

ISBN 9783161507786
paper 32,00 €

ISBN 9783161513169
eBook PDF 32,00 €

Peter Badura describes the basic, typical legal elds of the economic constitution and economic administration along with
their primary problems, legal regulations and legal institutions, mainly with regard to the contexts of their problems and their
basis.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Stein, Ekkehart / Frank, Götz

Staatsrecht

21st, newly revised edition 2010.
XV, 525 pages. 

ISBN 9783161502583
sewn paper 24,00 €

ISBN 9783161513145
eBook PDF 24,00 €

The authors present the entire eld of constitutional law in plain language with short references to the corresponding
situation in European law. In doing so, they deal with the major decisions of the Federal Constitutional Court and a selection of
decisions of the European Court of Justice and the European Court of Human Rights. The chapters also contain case studies
with aids for their solution at the end of the textbook.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Ahrens, Claus

Gewerblicher Rechtsschutz

2008. XXXVII, 494 pages. 

ISBN 9783161495564
paper 34,00 €

ISBN 9783161513077
eBook PDF 34,00 €

Claus Ahrens deals with the protection of industrial property. He describes its basic dogmatic structures and its connection to
related elds of law as well as the individual laws which go with it (for example patent law, trademark law and the law of the
indication of geographical origin on goods). In doing so, he explores national, European and international law. The author's
goal is to impart detailed knowledge and in addition knowledge of the entire system of industrial property rights as a
development of general civil law. The work is addressed primarily to students but will however also appeal to those who are
interested in the protection of industrial property.

Di erent conditions apply to libraries for this title; please contact the sales department.

Thüsing, Gregor

Kirchliches Arbeitsrecht

Rechtsprechung und Diskussionsstand im Schnittpunkt von staatlichem Arbeitsrecht und kirchlichem

Dienstrecht

2006. XVI, 378 pages. 

ISBN 9783161486098
paper 29,00 €

In this textbook, Gregor Thüsing examines church labor law as it pertains to labor law and church employment law. Apart from
the government, the churches are the biggest employer in Germany. This fact alone demonstrates how important labor law is
for churches as well. In the Weimar Constitution as well as in the German Basic Law, the churches were given the right to self-
determination, which also has an e ect on the evaluation of the relationship to the people they employ: church employment
relations are »their own a air« as de ned by Article 137 III 1 of the Weimar Constitution. If the dismissal protection act, the
collective bargaining act or the works council constitution act are to be applicable for all, it must be born in mind when
evaluating whether or not the dismissal is justi ed, a strike is permitted or if and in what form worker participation in
decision-making is possible that the relationship between the church and their employees is a special one. Gregor Thüsing
explains the special nature of this relationship.

Völkerrechtsprechung

Ausgewählte Entscheidungen zum Völkerrecht in Retrospektive

Hrsg. v. Jörg Menzel, Tobias Pierlings u. Jeannine Hoffmann

2005. XXV, 900 pages. 

ISBN 9783161485152
paper 39,00 €

This is a collection of reviews of famous, important and interesting decisions made by international and national courts,
committees and panels in the eld of international law. An emphasis is put on the decisions of the International Court of
Justice and the European Court of Human Rights, but other courts and various committees are considered as well. National
court decisions include Germany as well as the United States and a variety of other countries. The reviews explain
backgrounds, analyze the reasoning, describe consequences and give references for further reading. Various introductions
provide a systematic analysis of the various topics of international law.
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6th, newly revised edition  2005.
XXXIII, 431 pages. 

ISBN 9783161487811
paper 24,00 €

Schlechtriem, Peter / Schmidt-Kessel, Martin

Schuldrecht

Allgemeiner Teil

4th, completely newly revised edition
2003. XXIII, 418 pages. 

ISBN 9783161480218
paper 28,00 €

Peine, Franz-Joseph

Öffentliches Baurecht

Grundzüge des Bauplanungs- und Bauordnungsrechts unter Berücksichtigung des Raumordnungs-

und Fachplanungsrechts

Kadner Graziano, Thomas

Europäisches Internationales Deliktsrecht

Ein Lehr- und Studienbuch

2003. XVII, 184 pages. 

ISBN 9783161480232
paper 22,00 €

In Europe, the international private law of non-contractual liability for damage is based largely on national legislation and
judicial decisions. Thomas Kadner Graziano presents the solutions valid in the European countries for the central issues which
are involved when dealing with this subject. In particular, he focuses on the law applicable to international torts in general, the
signi cance of the parties' autonomy to determine the proper law, the law applicable to international tra c accidents, to
environmental torts, product liability, liability for invasion of personal privacy, liability in competition and liability for pure
economic losses, and also on the in uence of competing international jurisdictions.

Kötz, Hein / Schäfer, Hans-Bernd

Judex oeconomicus

12 höchstrichterliche Entscheidungen kommentiert aus ökonomischer Sicht

2003. XII, 284 pages. 

ISBN 9783161481598
paper 24,00 €

In this textbook, excerpts from 12 German appellate decisions are analysed by Hein Kötz and Hans-Bernd Schäfer from a legal
and economic perspective. The authors wish to show what contribution economic analysis can make to solve practical cases in
a way which is both e cient and consistent with the wording of the applicable statue. It turns out that while the results
reached in some decisions withstand economic criticism, the results of other cases do not.

Koenig, Christian / Pechstein, Matthias

Die Europäische Union

3rd, newly revised edition 2000.
XVII, 340 pages. 

ISBN 9783161473593
paper 21,00 €

The European Union. 3rd edition.

Stein, Ekkehart

Die rechtswissenschaftliche Arbeit

Methodische Grundlegung und praktische Tipps

2000. X, 121 pages. 
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2000. X, 121 pages. 

ISBN 9783161474491
paper 14,00 €

In his textbook, Ekkehart Stein conveys the current level of knowledge in jurisprudential methodology in a form which is not
only comprehensible and practical but also demonstrates scholarly depth. He begins with a description of the general
methodology pertaining to the application of the law, basing this on the theory of law, and then deals in detail with the special
methodical features of the individual elds of law. In addition, he provides help with all those practical problems which can
arise when writing scholarly papers.

Survey of contents

I. Rechtstheoretische Fundierung
Relevanz rechtstheoretischer Klarheit für rechtswissenschaftliche Arbeiten – Was ist Recht? – Geltungsproblem –
Rechtsquellen, insbesondere die Bindungswirkung von 'Richterrecht' – Rechtsanwendung
II. Allgemeine Methodik der Rechtsanwendung
Entwicklung der Methodenvielfalt – Subsumtion und syllogistischer Schluß – Interpretation und Konkretisierung von
Rechtsnormen – Interpretation – Konkretisierung
III. Methodische Besonderheiten der einzelnen Rechtsgebiete
Zivilrecht – Strafrecht – Verfassungsrecht – Verwaltungsrecht – Europäisches Gemeinschaftsrecht – Völkerrecht –
Rechtsvergleichung
IV. Praktische Probleme
Wahl von Thema und Schwerpunkt – Wie beginnen? – Zeitplanung – Auswertung von Literatur und Rechtsprechung –
Gliederung – Niederschrift – Formale Fragen – Psychische Belastung
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What is the essence of comparative law, what are its functions and goals? The literal sense of the vocabulary comparative law
implies that it is an intellectual precedence which, on the one hand, has to do with law and, on the other hand, has to do with
comparison. This textbook introduces comparative law by distinguishing it from neighboring elds of jurisprudence such as
private international law, international law, and legal history.
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